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Here are the 4 main types of academic French essays and how to write them! Download: This blog post is available as a
convenient and portable PDF that you can take . 10 09 9 Great Channels to Learn French on YouTube.

You first explain how you plan to analyze the subject, and then you do so. Up until recently, it was often
considered more polite to submit handwritten letters of motivation than typed letters when applying for a job.
The thesis must be established, with examples, and the antithesis must be supported as well. Interactive
Timelines : This site allows people to create interactive timelines, which they can share anywhere on the web.
Unlike with the synthesis, you will not be able to address all elements of a text in a commentary. Like the
American 5-paragraph essay, it has an introduction, body paragraphs and a conclusion. It has partnered with
many major museums and arts institutions. To successfully analyze a text, you will need to brush up on your
figurative language. USA Presidents : A flash card app that teaches you cool facts about the historical line of
American presidents. The benefits are too numerous to ignore. Learn how narration works in French Narrating
a story in French involves a complicated weaving of different verb tenses. Find versions of these videos on
iTunes. You could give examples that back up this definition, and you could narrow down the definition of the
subject as much as needed. This lets me learn from my mistakes in real time while not using learning
resources as a crutch. Engineering very  The videos are generally created by MIT students. It essentially
involves reading a text and then summarizing it in an established number of words, while repeating no phrases
that are in the original text. Here are just a couple examples. Bridging World History : Created by Learner.
Teachers can download related guides for using these resources. Spacecraft 3D : NASA's Spacecraft 3D is an
augmented reality application that lets you learn about and interact with a variety of spacecraft that are used to
explore our solar system, study Earth, and observe the universe. Bonnes Nouvelles provides a list of
competitions you may qualify for. Using buttons in the lower left screen, you can move around the room and
zoom in on the paintings, including those on the ceiling. Science Kids : Provides educational resources for
teachers and parents to help make science fun and engaging for kids. Available for Android, iPhone and iPad.
The highly-rated app allows you to easily create and study flashcards without the hassle of having to buy and
write on actual note cards. As the king was walking in his garden, an acorn fell on his head. Share My Lesson :
A site where educators can come together to create and share their very best teaching resources. Highly rated
and free.


